Sequencing data are available at the National Center for Biotechnology Information Sequence Read Archive (NCBI SRA), accession number SRP114393. All the numerical data for the figures and statistics are provided in Supporting Information.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

The term "somatic mosaicism" describes the genomic variations that occur in the somatic cells that make up the body of an individual. These variations contribute to intra-individual genetic diversity among different cells \[[@pgen.1008043.ref001]\]. In addition to various types of cancers, somatic mosaicisms reportedly contribute to a variety of neurological disorders, including epilepsy, neurodegeneration, and hemimegalencephaly \[[@pgen.1008043.ref002]\]. The human-specific LINE-1 (L1Hs) retrotransposon family is the only known family of active autonomous transposons in the human genome \[[@pgen.1008043.ref003], [@pgen.1008043.ref004]\]. L1s retrotranspose through a process called target-primed reverse transcription (TPRT), with the capacity for *de novo* insertion into new genomic locations in both germline and somatic cells \[[@pgen.1008043.ref005], [@pgen.1008043.ref006]\]. Mounting evidence supports that L1Hs elements, with increased copy number in the brain relative to other tissues, contribute to neuronal diversity via somatic retrotransposition \[[@pgen.1008043.ref007]--[@pgen.1008043.ref012]\].

Recent studies reported the occurrence of somatic L1Hs insertions during neurogenesis and in non-dividing mature neurons \[[@pgen.1008043.ref009], [@pgen.1008043.ref013]\]. Other studies have observed dysregulated L1Hs copy number in patients with Rett syndrome \[[@pgen.1008043.ref008]\] and schizophrenia \[[@pgen.1008043.ref014]\]. Methyl-CpG binding protein 2 (*MECP2*) is the major disease-causing gene of Rett syndrome \[[@pgen.1008043.ref015]\]. Its gene product, MeCP2, can bind to the 5\' UTR of L1 elements and represses their expression and retrotransposition \[[@pgen.1008043.ref016]\]. While it is known that L1 expression and copy number are elevated in the brains of *Mecp2* knockout mice as well as in patients with Rett syndrome \[[@pgen.1008043.ref008], [@pgen.1008043.ref017]\], little is known about the genomic distribution patterns of somatic L1Hs insertions in Rett patients and healthy individuals.

In contrast to germline insertions, the effects of somatic transposon insertions depend not only on their genomic location. Rather, the specific timing, tissue, and cell lineage at which they occur profoundly influence the impact of somatic insertions \[[@pgen.1008043.ref018]\]. Single-cell targeted sequencing approaches have been used to identify somatic insertions \[[@pgen.1008043.ref007], [@pgen.1008043.ref011], [@pgen.1008043.ref012]\]. However, such methods typically require a large number of cells and demand considerable sequencing depth for unbiased profiling of human tissues \[[@pgen.1008043.ref019], [@pgen.1008043.ref020]\]. Furthermore, owing to the rarity of somatic insertions, investigations of the clonal diversity of somatic insertions would require the sequencing of even larger numbers of cells \[[@pgen.1008043.ref019]\]. Another limitation of single-cell sequencing approaches is that errors of allelic dropout and locus dropout, which frequently occur during the whole genome amplification (WGA) step of library construction, can reduce the sensitivity and specificity of somatic insertion detection. Estimates of the rate of somatic L1Hs insertions vary widely in single-cell genomics studies \[[@pgen.1008043.ref021]\]. Bulk sequencing approach can potentially overcome these limitations and enable the genome-wide identification and quantification of somatic L1Hs insertions, but their low allele frequency in cell populations poses a great challenge to distinguishing true insertion events from technical artifacts \[[@pgen.1008043.ref022]\].

Here, we introduced a PCR-based multiplex bulk sequencing method for sensitive enrichment and specific identification of L1Hs insertions from various types of human tissues. We used this method to perform genome-wide L1Hs insertion profiling of 20 postmortem tissues from five patients with Rett syndrome and their matched healthy controls. The aims of this study were to explore the genomic patterns of somatic L1Hs insertions in neuronal and non-neuronal samples, and to investigate whether MeCP2 dysfunction could alter the distribution of L1Hs retrotransposition in patients with Rett syndrome.

Results {#sec002}
=======

A bulk sequencing method to identify L1Hs insertions {#sec003}
----------------------------------------------------

Systematic genome-wide profiling of somatic L1Hs insertions requires effective enrichment of insertion signals and specific identification of true signals from background noise. Enriching neuronal nuclei from bulk brain tissue facilitates the accurate deciphering of cell type-specific characteristic and increases the chance of identifying clonal somatic insertions that are derived from the same progenitor cell and shared by multiple neurons. Therefore, we labeled prefrontal cortex (PFC) neuronal nuclei using an antibody against neuron-specific marker NeuN \[[@pgen.1008043.ref023]\], and subsequently purified NeuN^+^ nuclei from postmortem human PFC by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) ([Fig 1A](#pgen.1008043.g001){ref-type="fig"}; [S1A--S1D Fig](#pgen.1008043.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [S1 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s025){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All initially sorted nuclei were re-analyzed with a second round of FACS, and the purity of the initial sorting was found to be \> 96% ([S1E and S1F Fig](#pgen.1008043.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [S1 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s025){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The integrity and purity of sorted nuclei were confirmed by fluorescence microscopy ([S2A--S2C Fig](#pgen.1008043.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Overview of human active transposon sequencing (HAT-seq).\
(A) Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) of prefrontal cortex (PFC) nuclei labeled with NeuN. Two populations (NeuN^+^ and NeuN^−^) were sorted. (B) Schematic of the nucleotides-shifting design of the HAT-seq method. By adding two, four, or six random nucleotides upstream of L1Hs-specific primer (L1Hs-AC-28), we transformed the library from a uniform phase-0 amplicon library to a mixed library with phase-2, phase-4, and phase-6 amplicons, which remarkedly improved the base calling accuracy in Read 2. (C) HAT-seq libraries were sequenced with paired-end 150-bp reads. After merging paired reads into contigs that fully spanned the L1Hs-genome 3' junction, genomic locations of each L1Hs insertion were determined by the alignments of their 3' flanking genomic sequences. NeuN-PE, PE-conjugated anti-NeuN antibody.](pgen.1008043.g001){#pgen.1008043.g001}

To distinguish the signals of active L1Hs elements from other transposon families that are typically inactive in human, we developed a method called human active transposon sequencing (HAT-seq) ([Fig 1B](#pgen.1008043.g001){ref-type="fig"}; [S3A Fig](#pgen.1008043.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [S1 Table](#pgen.1008043.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) based on ATLAS \[[@pgen.1008043.ref024]\] and several versions of high-throughput sequencing-based L1 amplification methods \[[@pgen.1008043.ref007], [@pgen.1008043.ref025]--[@pgen.1008043.ref027]\]. Firstly, L1Hs insertions were specifically enriched and amplified using a primer targeting the diagnostic "AC" motif of L1Hs \[[@pgen.1008043.ref003], [@pgen.1008043.ref028]\]. To ameliorate the poor performance of Illumina sequencing platform for low-diversity libraries, we employed a nucleotides-shifting design by adding two, four, or six random nucleotides upstream of the L1Hs-specific primer, which greatly increased the diversity of the structure-transformed semi-amplicon library and markedly improved the sequencing quality of L1Hs 3' end. The constructed libraries preserved information regarding the insertion direction and were sequenced by multiplexed 150 bp paired-end reads. This approach provided sequence information fully spanning the 3' L1Hs-genome junction of each of L1Hs insertions, which enabled the identification of integration sites and facilitated *in silico* false-positive filtering based on both sequence features and read-count.

Genomic position of each L1Hs insertion was determined by the alignment of its 3' flanking sequence ([Fig 1C](#pgen.1008043.g001){ref-type="fig"}). A custom data analysis pipeline classified putative insertions into one of the following four categories: known reference (KR) germline insertions, known non-reference (KNR) germline insertions, unknown (UNK) germline insertions, and putative somatic insertions ([S3B Fig](#pgen.1008043.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To further remove technical artifacts induced by non-specific or chimeric amplification and read misalignment in next-generation sequencing, we designed a series of stringent error filters to remove them in different aspects ([Table 1](#pgen.1008043.t001){ref-type="table"}): 1) read pairs with non-specific amplification signals and incorrect 3' truncation were removed based on the sequence of L1Hs 3' end (Read 2); 2) after merging paired-end reads into contigs, chimeric molecules with abnormal contig structures were identified by BLAST and filtered out; 3) reads with inconsistencies in BWA-MEM and BLAT alignments were defined as mapping errors; and 4) putative somatic insertion signals without multiple PCR duplicates or those present in different individuals were removed, as they were deemed likely to have resulted from sequencing errors. After applying these error filters, the remaining insertions were annotated with peak features to facilitate downstream analysis.

10.1371/journal.pgen.1008043.t001

###### Error filters used in the computational pipeline.

![](pgen.1008043.t001){#pgen.1008043.t001g}

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Filter name                           Definition
  ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Improper alignment**                We rejected reads with less than 30-bp alignment or more than 3 mismatches to the reference genome.

  **Diagnostic motif**                  We rejected reads without L1Hs diagnostic G motif (position 6012 relative to the L1Hs Repbase consensus) \[[@pgen.1008043.ref029]\].

  **Chimera within L1 segment**         We rejected reads with less than 95% identity (\> 4 mismatches) to the L1Hs 3\' end consensus sequence.

  **Chimera within**\                   We rejected reads at risk of being chimeric \[[@pgen.1008043.ref012]\]. We applied BLAST to find the best alignments for retrotransposon and non-retrotransposon segments from hg19. Reads were removed as a putative chimera when the sequences of two segments overlapped \> 10 bp with A% (percentage of adenine nucleotides) ≥ 50% or overlapped 6--10 bp with A% \< 50%.
  **poly-A tail**                       

  **Subfamily filter**                  We rejected putative somatic insertion sites that overlapped with L1 young subfamilies (L1Hs and L1PA2--4) reference insertions.

  **Known non-reference filter**        We rejected putative somatic insertion sites that overlapped with known non-reference L1 insertions in euL1db \[[@pgen.1008043.ref030]\].

  **Misaligned reads**                  We rejected reads at risk of being misaligned, defined as inconsistent BWA and BLAT alignment.

  **Local structural variation (SV)**   We rejected reads at risk of being derived from a nearby reference L1Hs \[[@pgen.1008043.ref012]\]. We extracted 2 kb downstream of aligned non-retrotransposon segment from hg19 and aligned the full contig against this sequence by BLAT to exclude potential genomic rearrangement events.

  **Observed in common**                We rejected putative somatic insertion sites observed in two or more individuals.

  **PCR duplicate**                     We rejected somatic insertion sites without supporting PCR duplicates.
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Performance evaluation of the HAT-seq method using a positive control {#sec004}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To benchmark the performance of HAT-seq for detecting somatic L1Hs insertions, we experimentally generated a series of positive control samples with insertions at different frequencies by mixing the genomic DNA (gDNA) extracted from the blood samples of two unrelated adults, ACC1 and ACC2 (see details in [Methods](#sec009){ref-type="sec"}). 172 ACC1 non-reference germline L1Hs insertions were identified by HAT-seq, 64 of which were confirmed to be ACC1-specific by 3' junction PCR (3' PCR) analysis of gDNA from ACC1 and ACC2 ([Fig 2A](#pgen.1008043.g002){ref-type="fig"}; [S2 Table](#pgen.1008043.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [S2 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s026){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and thus served as positive controls. Three HAT-seq libraries were generated from samples consisting of ACC2 gDNA spiked with 1%, 0.1%, or 0.01% of ACC1 gDNA. Considering that decreasing the number of cells pooled for sequencing increased the signal-to-noise ratio for detecting somatic insertions \[[@pgen.1008043.ref022]\], each HAT-seq library was constructed from 20 ng input (about 3,000 cells).

![HAT-seq performance evaluation using a positive control.\
(A) Representative gel image used for the identification of ACC1-specific insertions based on 3' PCR analysis. For each site, genomic DNA from ACC1 and ACC2 was amplified using the same protocol and the PCR products were run on the gel side-by-side (left: ACC1; right: ACC2). NTC: negative control. (B) Representative gel image used for the zygosity analysis of ACC1-specific insertions based on full-length PCR. The four sites on the left were homozygous L1Hs insertions and the others were heterozygous L1Hs insertions. (C) The distributions of signal counts (reads with unique start positions) per ACC1-specific insertion closely followed Poisson distributions (chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests). (D) Representative ACC1-specific insertion (ACC1_132 at chr21:29069173) in 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% spike-in libraries. Read coverage and supporting signal counts (unique start positions were indicated by black arrows) were positively correlated with the spike-in concentration. (E) The effectiveness of error filters. 64 ACC1-specific germline insertions in 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% spike-in libraries were considered as "true positives"; all other signals were considered as "false positives", which might include both background noise and some true somatic insertions present in the blood gDNA.](pgen.1008043.g002){#pgen.1008043.g002}

The zygosity of ACC1-specific L1Hs insertions was confirmed by full-length PCR: 49 of which were heterozygous, 9 of which were homozygous, and 6 of which were zygosity-undetermined ([Fig 2B](#pgen.1008043.g002){ref-type="fig"}; [S2 Table](#pgen.1008043.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [S2 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s026){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We detected all 64 ACC1-specific insertions in our positive control 1% ACC1 spike-in library, 49 (76.6%) of which passed all of error filters and subsequently were deemed "identified" by HAT-seq. In the 0.1% library, we detected 23 ACC1-specific insertions (16 heterozygous, 4 homozygous, and 3 zygosity-undetermined), 17 (73.9%) of which were identified. In the 0.01% library, we detected seven heterozygous ACC1-specific insertions, five (71.4%) of which were identified. The distributions of signal counts (reads with unique start positions) per ACC1-specific insertion followed the Poisson distribution ([Fig 2C](#pgen.1008043.g002){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a similar probability for each of ACC1-specific insertions to be randomly sampled. In the 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% libraries, each of ACC1-specific insertions was diluted to 30, 3, and 0.3 copies. Theoretically, by Poisson statistics, there would be 64, 60.81, and 16.59 ACC1-specific insertions being sampled and subsequently being used as the input of HAT-seq libraries (see details in [Methods](#sec009){ref-type="sec"}). Therefore, we estimated the sensitivity of HAT-seq for somatic L1Hs insertions in 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% libraries as 76.6% (49/64), 28% (17/60.81), and 30.1% (5/16.59), respectively. Our data showed that, with about 3,000 cells as input, HAT-seq was able to detect somatic insertion events present in a single cell ([Fig 2D](#pgen.1008043.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S3 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s027){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To further evaluate the efficacy of our L1Hs identification pipeline, we compared the proportions of true positives and false positives after applying all the error filters. For the most stringent evaluation, only those 64 ACC1-specific germline insertions in spike-in libraries were defined as "true positives"; all other signals were defined as "false positives", which might include both background noise and some true somatic insertions present in the blood gDNA. As shown in [Fig 2E](#pgen.1008043.g002){ref-type="fig"}, in three positive control experiments with 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% ACC1 gDNA spike-in, 76.56%, 73.91%, and 71.43% of true positives remained after all filters, whereas only 3.40% (66), 6.90% (181), and 7.70% (183) of false positives remained after all filters ([S3 Table](#pgen.1008043.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results showed that HAT-seq performed in combination with our error filters could successfully remove most artifacts and identify very low-frequency somatic insertions in bulk DNA samples.

Profiling of somatic L1Hs insertions in brain and non-brain human tissues {#sec005}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we applied HAT-seq to 20 bulk samples obtained from postmortem neuronal (PFC neurons) and non-neuronal tissues (heart, eye, or fibroblast) from five Rett syndrome patients and five neurologically normal age-, gender-, and race-matched controls ([Table 2](#pgen.1008043.t002){ref-type="table"} and [S4](#pgen.1008043.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S7](#pgen.1008043.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). A total of 9,181 putative somatic L1Hs insertions were identified in these 20 HAT-seq libraries ([S8 Table](#pgen.1008043.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A subset of 137 (1.49%) of these insertions were detected by reads with multiple start positions. Considering that the random fragmentation process in HAT-seq library preparation would result in only one start position shared by all reads generated from a single cell, these 137 insertions should be present in multiple cells in the bulk tissue, and thus classified as "clonal somatic insertions". Based on the performance evaluation of HAT-seq, the lower bound of the precision of overall somatic L1Hs insertions was 60.14% (see details in [Methods](#sec009){ref-type="sec"}). To demonstrate the validity of these identified somatic insertions *in silico*, we investigated whether they had the hallmark features of TPRT-mediated retrotransposition (see details in [Methods](#sec009){ref-type="sec"}). By exploiting the sequence information of L1 integration junctions, we found that such somatic insertions were significantly enriched in genomic regions containing L1 endonuclease cleavage motifs (L1 EN motifs) (p \< 2.2×10^−16^, Wilcoxon rank--sum test; [Fig 3A](#pgen.1008043.g003){ref-type="fig"}; [S4 Fig](#pgen.1008043.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [S9 Table](#pgen.1008043.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, our identified somatic insertions shared the 25-bp peak of poly-A tail length with the reference L1Hs insertions ([Fig 3B](#pgen.1008043.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S9 Table](#pgen.1008043.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), where some of the somatic insertions with shorter tails might be explained by non-TPRT mechanism \[[@pgen.1008043.ref031]\]. These features of somatic L1Hs insertions helped to elucidate the specificity of HAT-seq method.

![Profiling of somatic L1Hs insertions in multiple human tissues.\
(A) The density distributions of L1 EN motifs around L1Hs integration sites. L1 EN motifs included seven specific motifs (TTAAAA, TTAAGA, TTAGAA, TTGAAA, TTAAAG, CTAAAA, TCAAAA). "Evrony KR" and "Evrony KNR" are germline L1Hs insertions identified in Evrony *et al*. 2012. (B) The density distributions of poly-A tail length for each category of L1Hs insertion. (C) The PCR validation scheme and locations of primers used. (D)--(H) Representative gel images of 3' nested PCR validation for putative clonal somatic insertions. The Integrative Genomics Viewer screenshots for (D)--(F) showed the coverage track (gray) and the alignment track (blue for read strand \[--\]; red for read strand \[+\]) from HAT-seq data. Black arrows indicated bands with target size. 1Kb +: 1 Kb Plus DNA ladder. (I) Polymorphic poly-A tail sizes of clonal somatic insertions measured by capillary electrophoresis. Top: fibroblast-specific somatic L1Hs insertion at chr4:89253789 from Rett patient UMB\#4516. Bottom: heart-specific somatic L1Hs insertion at chr10:545758 from Rett patient UMB\#1420.](pgen.1008043.g003){#pgen.1008043.g003}

10.1371/journal.pgen.1008043.t002

###### Overview of postmortem human tissues.

![](pgen.1008043.t002){#pgen.1008043.t002g}

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  \                                              Category          Mutation                                                     Age         PMI      Brain tissue   Non-brain tissue   Matched ID   Number of somatic insertions   Rate of somatic insertions per cell   Known reference insertions (KRs)   Known non-reference insertions (KNRs)   Unknown insertions (UNKs)         
  UMB ID[^a^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  ---------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ----------- -------- -------------- ------------------ ------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------- --------------------------- ----- ----
  4882                                           Rett syndrome     c.763C\>T (p.R255X)                                          17 years\   18 hrs   PFC            Heart              4591         855                            364                                   1.47                               1.01                                    819                         194   10
                                                                                                                                310 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  1815                                           Rett syndrome     IVS3-2\                                                      18 years\   5 hrs    PFC            Eye                1571         589                            306                                   1.30                               0.68                                    806                         189   11
                                                                   A\>G                                                         130 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  4852                                           Rett syndrome     c.451G\>T (p.D151Y)                                          19 years\   13 hrs   PFC            Eye                1347         380                            257                                   0.89                               0.54                                    824                         171   8
                                                                                                                                280 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  4516                                           Rett syndrome     c.763C\>T (p.R255X) [^b^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   20 years\   9 hrs    PFC            Fibroblast         1846         759                            411                                   1.82                               0.69                                    814                         195   7
                                                                                                                                356 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  1420                                           Rett syndrome     No pathogenic mutations                                      21 years\   18 hrs   PFC            Heart              1455         708                            216                                   1.31                               0.37                                    824                         182   8
                                                                                                                                22 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  4591                                           Healthy control   NA                                                           16 years\   14 hrs   PFC            Heart              4882         861                            190                                   1.58                               0.34                                    816                         187   12
                                                                                                                                223 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  1571                                           Healthy control   NA                                                           18 years\   8 hrs    PFC            Heart              1815         384                            221                                   0.63                               0.57                                    813                         175   11
                                                                                                                                138 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  1347                                           Healthy control   NA                                                           19 years\   16 hrs   PFC            Heart              4852         553                            260                                   1.08                               0.72                                    806                         179   12
                                                                                                                                76 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  1846                                           Healthy control   NA                                                           20 years\   9 hrs    PFC            Heart              4516         744                            296                                   1.66                               0.68                                    817                         175   8
                                                                                                                                221 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  1455                                           Healthy control   NA                                                           25 years\   7 hrs    PFC            Heart              1420         628                            203                                   1.16                               0.41                                    802                         183   11
                                                                                                                                149 days                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^a^ The gender and race for all individuals were female and Caucasian.

^b^ Genetic variant identified by custom AmpliSeq capture panel ([S4 Table](#pgen.1008043.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Owing to the rarity of each somatic insertion in the cell population and to the sensitivity limits of various analytical methods, experimental validation of somatic insertions using unamplified bulk DNA, in particular when one of the primers is complementary to numerous homologous sequences in the human genome is very challenging ([S4 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s028){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In theory, if a somatic insertion was unique to a single cell, it would be impossible to be detected in any replicated gDNA extracted from the same tissue. To circumvent this, we performed single-copy cloning by adapting a modified version of digital nested 3' PCR \[[@pgen.1008043.ref010]\] that focused exclusively on clonal somatic insertions with three or more supporting signals, whose mosaicism (percentage of cells) were at least 0.1% based on our experimental design of HAT-seq library ([Fig 3C](#pgen.1008043.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Five out of eight (62.5%) such clonal insertion sites were confirmed via 3' nested PCR and Sanger sequencing of cloned amplification products ([Fig 3D--3H](#pgen.1008043.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S10 Table](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Four of these clonal somatic insertions were located in introns of *TGM6*, *CNTN4*, *DIP2C*, and *DGKB*; three were sense-oriented to transcripts.

To our knowledge, no somatic insertions in non-brain tissues of healthy individuals has been reported \[[@pgen.1008043.ref032]\]. We identified and experimentally validated a heart-specific somatic L1Hs insertion from a healthy individual UMB\#1571 ([Fig 3D](#pgen.1008043.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Leveraging both the 3' and 5' junctions of somatic L1Hs insertions enable us to characterize the terminal site duplications (TSDs) and L1 endonuclease cleavage site of insertion. Because most of somatic L1Hs insertions were 5' truncated with varied lengths, we screened and selected 22 high-quality step-wise primers covering the full-length L1Hs elements to capture their 5' junction ([Fig 3C](#pgen.1008043.g003){ref-type="fig"}; [S11 Table](#pgen.1008043.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [S4 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s028){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using 5' junction nested PCR, we successfully re-captured and Sanger sequenced the 5' junction of the heart-specific L1Hs insertion in the healthy individual (UMB\#1571) ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1008043.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [S11 Table](#pgen.1008043.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We confirmed this insertion was a full-length somatic L1Hs insertion with 14 bp TSD and a cleavage site at 5'--TT/AAAG--3', similar to the consensus L1 EN motif 5'--TT/AAAA--3' ([Fig 4B--4D](#pgen.1008043.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, we also validated this 5' junction by combining full-length PCR with 5' junction PCR ([Fig 4E](#pgen.1008043.g004){ref-type="fig"}; see details in [Methods](#sec009){ref-type="sec"}).

![A full-length heart-specific L1Hs insertion (1571_chr3:2944507) in a healthy individual.\
(A) The agarose gel image of 5' junction nested PCR validation for the heart-specific L1Hs insertion in the healthy individual (UMB\#1571; upper panel). The locations of primers used in 5' junction PCR assays were labeled on the top of each lane, where primers with the prime symbol denoted semi-nested PCR assays. The distances between each two adjacent 5' step-wise primers were labeled on the top (dark blue). The lower panel represented a heterozygous, full-length L1Hs insertion (ACC1_16; [S11 Table](#pgen.1008043.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s028){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in 1% ACC1 spike-in gDNA as the positive control. The yellow line highlighted the expected stair-step bands in 5' junction PCR. 1Kb +: 1 Kb Plus DNA ladder. (B) The Sanger sequencing chromatograms of the 3' and 5' junctions of the somatic insertion 1571_chr3:2944507. The L1 EN motif and TSD were indicated by purple and blue lines. (C) Multiple sequence alignment of the 5' end between the identified somatic insertion and three L1Hs consensus sequences (L1Hs Repbase consensus and two hot L1s in human \[L1.3 and L1.4\]). (D) The schematic structure of 1571_chr3:2944507. (E) The agarose gel image of "full-length PCR + 5' junction PCR" assays for 1571_chr3:2944507 and ACC1_16 positive control.](pgen.1008043.g004){#pgen.1008043.g004}

In addition, we verified one fibroblast- and another heart-specific L1Hs insertion in two patients with Rett syndrome ([Fig 3E and 3F](#pgen.1008043.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The heart-specific L1Hs insertion in the Rett patient (UMB\#1420) was further resolved to be a highly 5' truncated L1Hs insertion (\~800 bp) with 9 bp TSD and a cleavage site at 5'--TT/TAAA--3' ([S5 Fig](#pgen.1008043.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S11 Table](#pgen.1008043.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The poly-A tails of these two clonal somatic insertions were experimentally measured to be polymorphic, indicating that they may involve multiple mutations after the original somatic retrotransposition events ([Fig 3I](#pgen.1008043.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S10 Table](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As previously reported \[[@pgen.1008043.ref010], [@pgen.1008043.ref033]\], poly-A tail was shown to be a highly mutable sequence element and might undergo secondary mutations in descendant cells. Furthermore, we confirmed two additional somatic L1Hs insertions from Rett patient UMB\#4516 were present in PFC neurons, PFC glia, and fibroblasts ([Fig 3G and 3H](#pgen.1008043.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S6 Fig](#pgen.1008043.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that they might retrotranspose during early embryonic development. Notably, the intronic somatic insertion (chr20:2392172) in *TGM6* was a full-length L1Hs insertion with 15 bp TSD and a cleavage site at 5'--AT/AAAA--3' ([S7 Fig](#pgen.1008043.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S11 Table](#pgen.1008043.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We further quantified the allele fractions of this insertion using custom droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) assay and found that 6.34% of fibroblasts and 2.87% of PFC neurons contained this L1Hs insertion ([S8A--S8E Fig](#pgen.1008043.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S10 Table](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our observations demonstrated that endogenous L1Hs could retrotranspose in various types of non-brain tissues during human development.

Abnormal L1Hs mobilization in patients with Rett syndrome {#sec006}
---------------------------------------------------------

Our HAT-seq bulk sequencing data enabled us to perform statistical analysis of the exonic and intronic patterns of somatic L1Hs insertions in samples from Rett patients and matched healthy controls. We found 180 somatic insertions that were integrated into exonic regions: 9 of which were located in 5' UTR, 102 of which were located in coding regions, and 69 of which were located in 3' UTR ([S12 Table](#pgen.1008043.s020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While no significant difference was observed in introns (odds ratio \[OR\] = 0.97, p = 0.44, Fisher's exact test), somatic insertions were significantly depleted in exons (OR = 0.59, p = 6.6×10^−4^, Fisher's exact test) of Rett patients compared with matched healthy controls ([Fig 5A](#pgen.1008043.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S13 Table](#pgen.1008043.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Previous studies have shown that dysregulation of long genes (\> 100 kb) was linked to neurological disorders, including Rett syndrome \[[@pgen.1008043.ref034]\] and autism spectrum disorder \[[@pgen.1008043.ref035]\]. We used our HAT-seq data to investigate somatic insertional bias in both long (\> 100 kb) and short genes (\< 100 kb) of Rett patients. As a result, we found significant depletion of somatic insertions in exons of long genes (OR = 0.27, p = 5.2×10^−5^, Fisher's exact test) but not short genes (OR = 0.76, p = 0.12, Fisher's exact test; [Fig 5B](#pgen.1008043.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S13 Table](#pgen.1008043.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our speculation was that if an L1Hs inserted into the exonic regions, especially in important genes, of the *MECP2* mutated cell, the cell would have a higher risk of death and subsequently be cleared up; therefore, the observed exonic depletion of L1 insertions in Rett patients might be resulted from the negative selection acting on those "lethal" exonic insertions.

![Abnormal L1Hs mobilization in patients with Rett syndrome.\
(A) Percentages of somatic L1Hs insertions in exons and introns. (B) Percentages of somatic L1Hs insertions in exons of long (\> 100 kb) and short genes (\< 100 kb). (C) Percentages of clonal somatic L1Hs insertions in introns. (D) Percentages of sense-oriented clonal somatic L1Hs insertions. The gray lines in (A) and (C) denoted the expected proportion determined by the exact base-pair count of that specific region relative to the human genome. The gray line in (D) represented the expected proportion if the insertions occurred randomly in both directions. Error bars in (A)--(D) indicated the 95% confidence intervals.](pgen.1008043.g005){#pgen.1008043.g005}

In contrast to germline insertions, the impact of somatic insertions depends not only on their genomic location, but also the number of cells carrying that insertion, highlighting the importance of clonal somatic insertions. We found that in cortical neurons of Rett patients, clonal somatic insertions were enriched in introns (OR = 1.85, p = 0.029, Fisher's exact test; [Fig 5C](#pgen.1008043.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S13 Table](#pgen.1008043.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); these clonal intronic insertions were significantly enriched in the sense orientation to the transcripts (OR = 3.3, p = 0.0067, Fisher's exact test; [Fig 5D](#pgen.1008043.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S13 Table](#pgen.1008043.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The presence of L1 insertion in the sense orientation has been reported to interfere with transcriptional elongation of co-localized genes \[[@pgen.1008043.ref036]\]. Considering that clonal insertions are more likely to have occurred at an early stage of development and thus affect a relatively large proportion of cells, these distinct insertion pattern in cortical neurons of Rett patients might indicate potential transcriptional burden on the nervous system.

Genomic patterns of somatic and germline L1Hs insertions {#sec007}
--------------------------------------------------------

The design of HAT-seq method allowed for unbiased enrichment of both somatic and germline L1Hs insertions from each of bulk DNA samples. As germline insertion had constant genomic copy number in all tissues from the same donor, we used germline insertion as endogenous control to measure the relative copy number of genome-wide somatic insertions in the brain and non-brain tissues. We quantified the relative somatic L1Hs content by calculating the L1Hs-derived read count ratio of somatic to germline insertions using HAT-seq data of each sample ([S14 Table](#pgen.1008043.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; see details in [Methods](#sec009){ref-type="sec"}). Among all Rett patients and their matched controls, we observed a significant increase in the copy number of somatic L1Hs insertions in PFC neurons relative to matched non-brain tissues (heart, eye, or fibroblast) from the same donor (n = 10, p = 2.7×10^−4^, paired *t*-test; [Fig 6A](#pgen.1008043.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S8F--S8G Fig](#pgen.1008043.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also estimated the occurrence rate of somatic L1Hs insertions based on the germline insertion copy number of each individual ([Fig 6B](#pgen.1008043.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This produced an average of 1.29 \[95% CI: 1.03--1.55\] somatic insertions per PFC neuron versus 0.60 \[95% CI: 0.46--0.74\] insertions per non-brain cell ([S14 Table](#pgen.1008043.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our observation of higher somatic L1Hs rate in PFC neurons from healthy individuals argued for the active retrotransposition of L1Hs in the human brain \[[@pgen.1008043.ref009]\]. One significant advantage of HAT-seq was the ability to distinguish signals of somatic insertions from the overwhelming copies of germline L1Hs insertions in the genome (see details in [Methods](#sec009){ref-type="sec"}). Inconsistent with the previous qPCR result \[[@pgen.1008043.ref008]\], when comparing the group of Rett patients with matched healthy controls, we only observed a slight but not significant increase of somatic L1Hs insertion rate in the Rett group, with 1.36 \[min: 0.89; max: 1.82\] versus 1.22 \[min: 0.63; max: 1.66\] per PFC neuron and 0.66 \[min: 0.37; max: 1.01\] versus 0.54 \[min: 0.34; max: 0.72\] per non-brain cell ([Fig 6C](#pgen.1008043.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S14 Table](#pgen.1008043.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Genome-wide patterns of somatic and germline L1Hs insertions.\
(A) Relative somatic L1Hs content in PFC neurons and non-brain tissue from the same donor. The read count ratio of somatic insertions to germline KNR was calculated and then normalized relative to the average value of non-brain samples. The linked dots represented pairs of brain and non-brain samples obtained from the same individual. (B) Histogram of estimated rate of somatic L1Hs insertions in each of tissue samples from the same donor based on the germline KNR copy number of each individual. (C) Estimated rate of somatic L1Hs insertions for different tissue types and cohorts. A circle with error bar denotes the estimate and the standard error of the mean (S.E.M) of all brain and non-brain samples. (D) Hierarchical clustering of all samples sequenced in this study. Each row represented a sample, and each column represents an L1Hs germline insertion. Black and white squares indicated the presence or absence of insertion, respectively. Column annotations showed categories for known reference (KR; blue), known non-reference (KNR; green), and unknown (UNK; red) insertions. (E) Percentages of sense-oriented germline and somatic L1Hs insertions in transcripts. The gray line represented the expected proportion if the insertions occurred randomly in both directions. Error bars indicated the 95% confidence intervals.](pgen.1008043.g006){#pgen.1008043.g006}

We next characterized the genome-wide germline L1Hs insertions. HAT-seq yielded greater than 320-fold enrichment for KR, KNR, and UNK L1Hs insertions ([S15 Table](#pgen.1008043.s023){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). On average, 814 KRs, 183 KNRs, and 10 UNKs were identified in each bulk sample ([Table 2](#pgen.1008043.t002){ref-type="table"}, [S5](#pgen.1008043.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S7 Table](#pgen.1008043.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Hierarchical clustering based on L1Hs profiles correctly paired all neuronal samples with the non-neuronal tissue samples of the same individual ([Fig 6D](#pgen.1008043.g006){ref-type="fig"}). To experimentally validate the HAT-seq predicted germline insertions, we performed 3' PCR validation on a random subset of polymorphic insertions from among the ten individuals, including 8 sites out of 160 polymorphic KRs, 20 sites out of 451 KNRs, and 2 sites out of 48 UNKs ([S7](#pgen.1008043.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S16](#pgen.1008043.s024){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). As a result, all of the assayed sites were detected in 3' PCR, with 98.4% (120/122) and 100% (168/168) sensitivity and specificity, respectively ([S16 Table](#pgen.1008043.s024){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s029){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results support that HAT-seq can reliably detect germline L1Hs insertions with high sensitivity and specificity.

Previous studies have shown that intronic germline L1Hs insertions are sense-depleted \[[@pgen.1008043.ref012], [@pgen.1008043.ref025], [@pgen.1008043.ref037]\]. As expected, the germline insertions identified in this study were significantly sense-depleted to the transcripts (633/1,544 \[41%\], p = 1.6×10^−12^, binomial test; [Fig 6E](#pgen.1008043.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S13 Table](#pgen.1008043.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is important to ask the question: whether such orientation bias for germline insertions is resulted from natural selection or insertional preference? To address this, we chose somatic L1Hs insertions as internal reference to control confounding factors. We compared the orientation bias between germline and somatic L1Hs insertions in transcripts and found that germline insertions were significantly sense-depleted than somatic insertions (OR = 0.79, p = 7.9×10^−4^, Fisher's exact test; [Fig 6E](#pgen.1008043.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S13 Table](#pgen.1008043.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because somatic L1Hs insertions only affected a small proportion of cells and thus they should undergo weaker selective pressure than germline insertions, our results suggested that natural selection may play a major role in shaping the sense-depleted distribution of germline L1Hs insertions.

Discussion {#sec008}
==========

Here, we present HAT-seq, a bulk DNA sequencing method to profile genome-wide L1Hs insertions from physiologically normal and pathological human tissues. We demonstrated that, in addition to neuronal cells \[[@pgen.1008043.ref007], [@pgen.1008043.ref010]--[@pgen.1008043.ref013]\], L1Hs also retrotransposed in a variety of non-brain tissues and cell types during normal development and contributed to the inter-cellular diversity of the human genome. Using high-throughput sequencing-based quantitative analysis, we found that somatic insertions occurred at a higher rate in brain than in non-brain tissues, consistent with previous studies \[[@pgen.1008043.ref009]\]. Previous qPCR and single-cell genomic studies have resulted in conflicting estimates of the frequency of somatic insertions in neurons: \~80 L1 insertions per neuron \[[@pgen.1008043.ref009]\], \< 0.04--0.6 L1 insertions per neuron \[[@pgen.1008043.ref011]\], 13.7 L1 insertions per neuron \[[@pgen.1008043.ref012]\], or \~0.58--1 somatic L1-associated variants per neuron \[[@pgen.1008043.ref007]\]. Differential estimates might result from differences in WGA and signal enrichment methods. Using a bulk DNA sequencing approach, we estimated the rate of somatic insertions to be 0.63--1.66 L1Hs insertions per PFC neuron in healthy individuals ([Fig 6B](#pgen.1008043.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S14 Table](#pgen.1008043.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Clonally distributed insertions are prevalent in normal brain \[[@pgen.1008043.ref010]\]. Increasing evidence suggests that neuronal L1s retrotransposition contributes to the susceptibility to and pathophysiology of neurological disorders, including Rett syndrome \[[@pgen.1008043.ref008]\], schizophrenia \[[@pgen.1008043.ref014]\] and Alzheimer's disease \[[@pgen.1008043.ref038]\]. We observed that, in PFC neurons of Rett patients, clonal somatic insertions were enriched in introns, and these clonal intronic insertions were significantly enriched in the sense orientation ([Fig 5C and 5D](#pgen.1008043.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, in Rett patient UMB\#4516, we found a full-length, sense-orientated, intronic somatic insertion (chr20:2392172) in *TGM6* ([S7 Fig](#pgen.1008043.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S11 Table](#pgen.1008043.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), a gene associated with central nervous system development and motor function \[[@pgen.1008043.ref039]\], which could potentially dysregulate gene expression \[[@pgen.1008043.ref036]\]. We found that 6.34% of fibroblasts and 2.87% of PFC neurons contained this insertion ([S8A--S8E Fig](#pgen.1008043.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S10 Table](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that it might occur in the 16-cell or 32-cell stages during morula stage. Mutations in *TGM6* are associated with spinocerebellar ataxia type 35, one of a group of genetic disorders characterized by poor coordination of hands, gait, speech, and eye movements as well as frequent atrophy of the cerebellum \[[@pgen.1008043.ref040]--[@pgen.1008043.ref042]\]. According to the clinical records, UMB\#4516 had slight cerebral atrophy and cerebellar degeneration, could not hold things in her hands, and her speech development ceased at 16 months of age; these phenotypes were absent in the other four patients with Rett syndrome. Taken together, our data indicated that this clonal L1Hs insertion of *TGM6* might be correlated with the distinct clinical phenotype of UMB\#4516.

Previous studies have provided evidence for significant selection against older L1 elements that are non-polymorphic \[[@pgen.1008043.ref025], [@pgen.1008043.ref043]\]. To characterize the insertion pattern of L1 with minimal influence from selective pressure, experimental methods were developed for recovery of novel L1 insertions in cultured cells \[[@pgen.1008043.ref044], [@pgen.1008043.ref045]\]. Using HAT-seq method, we were able to distinguish somatic L1Hs insertions from germline L1Hs insertions within the same individual. To determine whether the sense-depleted germline insertion was resulted from natural selection or insertional preference, we used somatic insertion as internal reference to control confounding factors such as intrinsic insertion preference and compared germline with somatic insertions. Our results suggested that natural selection shaped a sense-depleted distribution of germline L1Hs insertions in the human genome.

Several PCR-based bulk sequencing methods, such as ATLAS \[[@pgen.1008043.ref024]\], L1-seq \[[@pgen.1008043.ref025]\], TIP-seq \[[@pgen.1008043.ref026]\], bulk SLAV-seq \[[@pgen.1008043.ref007]\], and ATLAS-seq \[[@pgen.1008043.ref027]\], have been developed to identify germline L1Hs insertions. Furthermore, L1-seq and TIP-seq have been successfully used in the identification of somatic insertions in tumors \[[@pgen.1008043.ref026], [@pgen.1008043.ref046]--[@pgen.1008043.ref049]\]. Due to clonal expansion during tumorigenesis, such insertions could affect numerous cells in tumors. To our knowledge, HAT-seq is the first PCR-based bulk sequencing method to identify rare somatic insertions in a subset of cells---even unique cells---in non-tumor tissues. HAT-seq provides not only the genomic positions of somatic insertions but also the allele fraction of each insertion, which is informative for inferring the timing when the insertion has occurred. The sensitivities of HAT-seq for low-frequency somatic L1Hs insertions were relatively low (\~30% for insertions present in \< 1% fraction of cells). One possible explanation was that some signals of insertion were lost during library construction and NGS sequencing, e.g. sonic fragmentation, clean-ups, size selection, and loading library to sequencer. Single-cell whole genome and targeted sequencing approaches have been used to identify both TPRT-mediated and endonuclease-independent insertions \[[@pgen.1008043.ref007], [@pgen.1008043.ref010]--[@pgen.1008043.ref012]\], where the signal of somatic insertions can be as high as germline heterozygous insertions in single-cell level. However, such single-cell approaches cannot achieve increased sensitivity without cost \[[@pgen.1008043.ref022]\]. For example, to detect a given insertion with 0.1% mosaicism, more than 1,000 single cells may need to be amplified and sequenced. Therefore, compared with single-cell approaches, HAT-seq was eligible to identify a large number of somatic L1Hs insertions in a more cost-effective way.

Based on our experimental design, assembling overlapped read pairs into contigs can provide sequence information fully spanning the L1Hs integration sites, enabling downstream false-positive filtering based on both sequence features and read-count. However, a portion of read pairs were unable to be merged into contigs because of the inaccurate size-selection during library construction. Applying the same filtering strategy, we re-analyzed these unassembled read pairs and revealed 11 clonal insertion candidates. Further PCR experiments only validate one of these candidates (9%, [S10 Table](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because the key filter "chimera within poly-A tail" was not applicable for unassembled read pairs, our sequence analysis suggested that chimeric molecules bridging within the poly-A tail was the major source of false-positives for unassembled data (see details in [Methods](#sec009){ref-type="sec"}). As shown in the statistics of positive control libraries ([S2 Table](#pgen.1008043.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and experimental validation, the unassembled data could provide additional signals of somatic L1Hs insertions but require careful analysis and rigorous validation to address technical artifacts. Further gains in statistical power will be benefited from increased sample size and improved efficiency of HAT-seq.

Several unresolved technical challenges might constrain the total number of detectable L1Hs insertions by the current version of HAT-seq, including the identification of insertions in repetitive regions with low mappability (such as pre-existing L1 germline insertions) and 3' truncated insertions. With rapid innovations in sequencing technology, higher throughput and longer read length will markedly improve the performance of HAT-seq. Future studies that profile all active retrotransposons (i.e., L1Hs, Alu, and SVA) in a variety of cell types, tissues, and developmental stages will shed new light on the dynamics of somatic retrotransposition under host regulation and help to uncover their roles in human disease.

Methods {#sec009}
=======

Ethics statement {#sec010}
----------------

Postmortem samples of prefrontal cortex and non-brain tissues were obtained from five patients with Rett syndrome (UMB\#4882, UMB\#1815, UMB\#4852, UMB\#4516, and UMB\#1420) and five age-, gender-, and race-matched neurologically normal individuals (UMB\#4591, UMB\#1571, UMB\#1347, UMB\#1846, and UMB\#1455) through the UMB Brain and Tissue Bank (University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD) ([Table 2](#pgen.1008043.t002){ref-type="table"} and [S4 Table](#pgen.1008043.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); written informed consent was obtained by the UMB Brain and Tissue Bank and the Lieber Institute for Brain Development (Baltimore, MD). The peripheral blood samples of two unrelated individuals (ACC1 and ACC2) were collected with written informed consent by Peking University. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Peking University (IRB00001052-13025).

Isolation of single neuronal nuclei {#sec011}
-----------------------------------

Nuclei were isolated and labeled for FACS based on a previous study \[[@pgen.1008043.ref014]\] with modifications. Fresh-frozen samples were thawed gradually from liquid nitrogen by transferring to a −80°C freezer; the samples were then transferred to a −20°C freezer 1 h later. All procedures were performed at 4°C unless noted otherwise. First, 100 mg of tissue was minced into pieces, and transferred to 2 mL STKM buffer (250 mM sucrose, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~) with protein inhibitor (cOmplete, Mini, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, Roche). The minced tissue was soaked overnight for 8 hours and homogenized in a Potter-Elvehjem glass homogenizer (886000--0019; Kontes).

To improve immunostaining and the purity of the isolated target, debris was removed by Percoll density gradient centrifugation. Brain homogenate was filtered through a 100-μm cell strainer and mixed with Percoll solution (P1644-100ML; Sigma) to a final concentration of 19%. A 5-mL ultracentrifuge tube (P/N 344057; Beckman) was layered with Percoll solutions in the following order: 0.4 mL of 12% Percoll, 3 mL of homogenate (19% Percoll), 0.8 mL of 26% Percoll, and 0.3 mL of 35% Percoll. The tube was then centrifuged in a SW 55 Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter) at 16,000 rpm (30,000 *g*) for 10 min. Large quantities of myelin and cellular debris generated during brain homogenate preparation were removed from the single-nuclei suspension, and the floating nuclei fraction was collected from the 35% layer ([S1G--S1I Fig](#pgen.1008043.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2D and S2E Fig](#pgen.1008043.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Neuronal nuclei were purified using NeuN immunostaining. The nuclei fraction was blocked in 2.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 2 hours with 6 rpm end-to-end rotation; 20 μL of the sample served as an unstained control sample for flow cytometry. Blocked nuclei were labeled with 2μL/mL PE-conjugated anti-NeuN antibody (FCMAB317PE; Millipore), filtered through a 40-μm cell strainer and diluted with 1% BSA in PBS at 2 volumes of the sample. We did not stain the nuclear fraction with a fluorescent nuclear stain (e.g., propidium iodide \[PI\] or 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole \[DAPI\]) for sorting because they bind to DNA and affect quantification analysis using Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies). Single-nuclei suspension was sorted in 4-way purity mode at a flow rate less than 6,000 events per second using an 85-μm nozzle with a BD FACSAria II cell sorter. The collection tube was pre-coated with 1% BSA in PBS, and a small volume of 1% BSA in PBS was then pre-added to protect the nuclei from breaking down. Sorted NeuN^+^ and NeuN^−^ fractions were re-analyzed by flow cytometry to verify the purity; a small portion was stained with DAPI or PI to check the purity and integrity via fluorescence and differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy. Nuclei were pelleted at the bottom of the collection tube after centrifugation with a swing rotor at 1,000 *g* at 4°C for 20 min. gDNA was extracted using QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN) or QIAamp DNA Micro Kit (QIAGEN) according to the sorting statistic.

HAT-seq library construction and sequencing {#sec012}
-------------------------------------------

First, 500 ng of gDNA was sonicated using Covaris S220 with the following settings: sample volume, 50 μL; water level, 12; temperature, 7°C; peak incident power, 175 W; duty factor, 5%; cycles per burst, 200; and treatment time, 55 s. DNA fragments were end-repaired, dA-tailed, and adaptor-ligated using KAPA LTP Library Preparation Kit (KK8232; KAPA Biosystems). All oligonucleotides used in library preparation were synthesized by Invitrogen (Life Technologies) and are listed in [S1 Table](#pgen.1008043.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Adaptor-ligated DNA (20 ng, \~3,000 cells) served as input for PCR-based target enrichment. The PCR protocol was: 12.5 μL KAPA2G Robust HotStart ReadyMix (2×) (KK5702; KAPA Biosystems), 1.25 μL P7_Ns_L1Hs (10 μM), and PCR-grade water added to final volume of 23.75 μL. Another primer, 1.25 μL P5_extension (10 μM), was added when linear amplification was finished. P7_Ns_L1Hs (10 μM) was an equimolar mixture of P7_N2_L1Hs, P7_N4_L1Hs, and P7_N6_L1Hs. The cycling programs were: 95°C for 5 min; 5 cycles of 95°C for 40 sec, 61°C for 15 sec, and 72°C for 15 sec; a pause at 12°C to add the P5_extension primer; 11 cycles of 95°C for 40 sec, 61°C for 15 sec, and 72°C for 15 sec; ending with 72°C for 30 sec and held at 4°C.

Post-PCR cleanup was performed with 1.05× Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Inc.). Amplified products from the first PCR were eluted in 10 μL of Buffer EB (QIAGEN) and used as template in the second PCR to incorporate Illumina sequencing adapters with barcode. The PCR protocol was 12.5 μL KAPA2G Robust HotStart ReadyMix (2×), 1.25 μL P5_to_end (10 μM), 1.25 μL P7_extension_i7_index (10 μM), and PCR-grade water to final volume of 25 μL. The cycling program was: 95°C for 5 min; 5 cycles of 95°C for 40 sec, 60°C for 15 sec, and 72°C for 15 sec; ending with 72°C for 30 sec and held at 4°C.

To deal with "bubble products" from overamplification that could hinder accurate gel-based size selection, a step of "one-round PCR" was performed by adding equal volumes of KAPA2G Robust HotStart ReadyMix (2×), P5_to_end (10 μM), P7_extension_i7_index (10 μM), and PCR-grade water added to the PCR tube to a final volume of 50 μL. The cycling program was: 95°C for 80 sec, 60°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 2 min, and held at 4°C. Post-PCR cleanup was performed with 1.1× Agencourt AMPure beads. Each library was eluted with 30 μL of Buffer EB and size selected (320--550 bp) using Pippin Prep (Sage Science). After library quality control using Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer with High Sensitivity DNA Kit (Agilent Technologies) and KAPA Library Quantification Kit Illumina platforms (KK4824, KAPA Biosystems), HAT-seq libraries were paired-end sequenced (2\*150 bp) at Novogene, Inc.

Read alignment and peak calling {#sec013}
-------------------------------

For 20 HAT-seq libraries constructed from postmortem human tissues, a total of 1,191,889,370 2\*150 bp read pairs were generated, with an average of 59,594,469 read pairs per sample. Library details are shown in [S5 Table](#pgen.1008043.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Schema of the HAT-seq data analysis pipeline is shown in [S3B Fig](#pgen.1008043.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Raw data were de-multiplexed, adaptor trimmed, and base trimmed with base quality \< 10. Next, we specifically extracted L1Hs-derived read pairs based on the Read 2 sequence information. Only those with the 3' consensus sequence of P7_Ns_L1Hs "GGGAGATATACCTAATGCTAGATGACAC" were retained and trimmed, as they had the correct HAT-seq library structure. Read 2 sequences with 95% identity to the 3' end of the L1Hs consensus sequence were retained. For KR insertions, the retained Read 2 and their paired Read 1 were aligned to hg19 using BWA-MEM (version: 0.7.12-r1039, default parameters) and those uniquely mapped reads were used for peak calling. For non-reference insertions, we first merged L1Hs insertion-derived read pairs into contigs using PEAR (version: 0.9.6; parameters: -y 50M -j 4 -m 300 -n 70) and aligned contigs to hg19 with BWA-MEM (default parameters) which allowed for split-read mapping. All uniquely mapped contigs without any clipping were ignored in the downstream analysis as these contigs were deemed to be KR-derived reads. Only those clipped contigs and non-uniquely mapped contigs (contigs with mapQ \< 20 or unmapped contigs) were extracted for further computational analysis to call non-reference insertions. These contigs were poly-T (TTTTTTTT) trimmed, leaving 3' genomic flanking sequence of L1Hs insertions for STAR mapping to hg19 (version2.4.2a; parameters:---outFilterMatchNminOverLread 0.3---outFilterScoreMinOverLread 0.3---scoreGapNoncan -4---scoreGapGCAG -4---scoreGapATAC -4---alignIntronMax 500). For uniquely mapped reads, we marked PCR duplicates with SAMBLASTER (version: 0.1.22) and used them to call non-reference insertion peaks.

Peak calling was triggered where a genomic position with \>1 depth was found. Adjacent peaks were merged with a maximum distance of 100 bp. We intersected peaks of each sample with the L1Hs insertions collected in RepeatMasker (database version: 20130422; [http://www.repeatmasker.org](http://www.repeatmasker.org/)) and annotated each overlapped peak with a total of 6 features: peak height (reads per million mapped reads \[RPM\]), peak width (genomic length with read depth ≥ 1), signal count (the number of unique start positions of reads aligning to the peak), depth of each signal (the number of PCR duplicates for each signal with unique start position), genomic information of overlapped L1 elements, and its overlapping width.

KR peak classification {#sec014}
----------------------

We employed a read-count filter to distinguish true insertions from artifacts. Many false-positive KRs were supported by reads aligned to the 3' end of L1Hs with sufficient depth but without reads mapping to their 3' flanking sequence. Some false positives were supported by a few chimeric molecules with low depth. Putative KR peaks of each sample were assigned when they satisfied the following criteria: a) overlapped with annotated L1Hs regions in the human reference genome; b) RPM \> 40; c) overlapping width \> 200 bp; and d) not in chromosome Y (chrY).

KNR peak classification {#sec015}
-----------------------

Peaks were called and merged as described above, with the exception that they were performed separately for reads aligning to the plus and minus strands of the reference genome since the 3' flanking sequence preserved the insertional orientation information. We filtered out peaks that overlapped with reference L1Hs and L1 subfamilies (L1PA2, L1PA3, and L1PA4). We intersected the remaining peaks with the meta retrotransposon insertion polymorphisms (MRIP) list from euL1db \[[@pgen.1008043.ref030]\], and assigned overlapped peaks as putative KNRs when they satisfied the following criteria: a) signal counts ≥ 30; b) RPM ≥ 100; c) at least 3 signals with a "depth of each signal" ≥ 5; and d) not in chrY.

UNK peak classification {#sec016}
-----------------------

For the remaining non-reference insertions, we implemented a series of empirical error filters to deliberately remove several types of false positives. First, we rejected reads with risk of misalignment, defined as when the BWA-MEM and BLAT alignments were inconsistent. Second, we rejected reads without an L1Hs diagnostic G motif (position 6012 relative to the L1Hs Repbase consensus). Third, we rejected reads at risk of being a chimeric molecule. We applied BLAST to find the best alignments for retrotransposon and non-retrotransposon segments from hg19. Reads were removed as a putative chimera when the sequences of two segments overlapped \> 10 bp with A% ≥ 50% or overlapped 6--10 bp with A% \< 50% \[[@pgen.1008043.ref012]\]. Fourth, we rejected reads with risk of being derived from nearby reference L1Hs. We extracted 2 kb downstream of aligned non-retrotransposon segment from hg19 and aligned the full contig against this sequence by BLAT to exclude potential genomic rearrangement events \[[@pgen.1008043.ref012]\]. To circumvent the interference of background noise, all contigs that passed these filters were extracted and remapped using STAR to acquire clean bam files for subsequent statistical analysis. Peaks were classified as putative UNKs when they satisfied the following criteria: a) signal counts ≥ 10; b) at least 3 signals with a "depth of each signal" ≥ 5; and c) not in chrY.

Somatic insertions classification {#sec017}
---------------------------------

After filtering out all putative UNKs, most remaining non-reference insertions were supported with low read depth. To distinguish somatic insertions from artifacts, we regarded PCR duplicates as a marker of high-confidence somatic insertions. The rationale was that each L1Hs insertion in the template gDNA was amplified by 17 PCR cycles (11 + 5 + 1) and a portion of their duplicates should be sequenced. In contrast, technical artifacts induced by non-specific or chimeric PCR amplification were inevitable but were generated at a much lower rate. Therefore, we rejected putative peaks without PCR duplicates. As shown in [S5 Table](#pgen.1008043.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we suggested to sequence at least 50M reads for each HAT-seq library. Finally, we rejected systematic error-prone sites shared by two or more individuals because the likelihood of recurrent somatic insertions in different individuals was presumed to be much smaller than the likelihood of systematic mapping or sequencing errors.

A subset of putative somatic insertions was classified as clonal somatic insertions, which were supported by two or more PCR duplicate signals with different unique start positions. If two unique start positions differed by a shift of 1 bp, we tolerated the difference and regarded them as the same signal, for this was likely due to low base quality at the beginning of Read 1 (3' flanking genomic sequence).

Peak joining across samples {#sec018}
---------------------------

Merged peak references were created for each of four insertion categories (KR, KNR, UNK, and somatic insertions). Peaks were merged with a maximum distance of 100bp in a strand-specific manner. Detailed information of germline and somatic insertions across all samples was provided in [S5](#pgen.1008043.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S8](#pgen.1008043.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables. Hierarchical clustering of germline insertions across all samples was performed with heatmap3 package in R ([https://www.r-project.org](https://www.r-project.org/)).

Identification of somatic insertion using unassembled paired-end reads {#sec019}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Due to the wide range of size-selection during library construction, a portion of unassembled read pairs in the HAT-seq data were filtered after contig merging step. We confirmed that additional signals of somatic L1Hs insertions exist in these unassembled data. As shown in [S2 Table](#pgen.1008043.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, higher sensitivity of HAT-seq will be achieved when including unassembled reads in HAT-seq analysis. These unassembled paired-end reads do not contain the sequence information of L1-genome junction and thus were not applicable to distinguish true signals (somatic L1Hs insertions) from noise (chimeric molecules) based on L1 integration site sequence features (hallmarks of TPRT mechanism). Applying the same criteria for "contig data" analysis except for the two inapplicable filters ("chimera within poly-A tail" and "local SV"), we identified 11 clonal somatic insertion candidates with three or more supporting signals, whose mosaicism (percentage of cells) were at least 0.1% based on our experimental design of HAT-seq library. Among the 11 putative clonal somatic insertions, only one event was confirmed via 3' nested PCR and Sanger sequencing ([S10 Table](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"} \[unassembled data\]). This clonal somatic insertion (1571_chr3:2944507) has the maximum count of supporting signal and was supported by both "unassembled data" and "contig data" with 6 and 18 supporting signals (reads with different start positions), respectively. All false positives from unassembled data were overlapped with repeat elements, especially the 3' end of Alu subfamilies. Eight out of the ten false positives (80%) were supported by only three supporting signals. Notably, five false positives were identified from PFC neuron of UMB\#4852. This library contained higher proportion of unassembled reads than other libraries ([S5 Table](#pgen.1008043.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} \[Uniquely mapped polyT trimmed read pairs using STAR\]), indicating a higher level of background noise in this library.

Quantification of somatic L1Hs insertions {#sec020}
-----------------------------------------

Previous studies reported relative quantification of L1Hs contents using TaqMan quantitative PCR (qPCR) \[[@pgen.1008043.ref008], [@pgen.1008043.ref009]\]. However, except for its limitation by using exogenous L1 plasmid to estimate L1 copy number \[[@pgen.1008043.ref050], [@pgen.1008043.ref051]\], the qPCR assay lacks specificity for active L1 elements \[[@pgen.1008043.ref022]\]. On one hand, L1 reverse transcription occurring in cytoplasm would confound quantification \[[@pgen.1008043.ref052]\]. On the other hand, the qPCR assay was unable to distinguish between somatic and germline L1Hs insertions, while L1Hs copy number variation among tissues was only contributed by active somatic insertions.

In HAT-seq library, genomic fragments containing L1Hs insertions served as templates and were amplified equally using the same PCR reaction conditions. A random subset of the library was subsequently sequenced and classified into somatic and germline insertion-derived reads. We quantified the relative copy number of somatic L1Hs in each tissue from the same donor by normalizing somatic L1Hs-derived read counts with germline L1Hs-derived read counts. As KNRs shared the same sequence features and non-reference insertion calling pipeline with somatic insertions, we further quantified the rate of somatic L1Hs insertions per cell based on the KNR copy number of each individual ([S14 Table](#pgen.1008043.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Given that most KNRs are heterozygous, we regarded the KNR copy number of each individual as the KNR count per cell. To demonstrate the linear PCR amplification of both germline and somatic insertions during HAT-seq library construction, we calculated the estimated rate of 64 ACC1-specific spike-in insertions in the positive control libraries. Our observed rates were 0.59, 0.056, and 0.0144, approximated to the expected 0.64, 0.064, and 0.0064 ACC1-specific insertions per cell in 1%, 0.1% and 0.01% spike-in libraries, respectively ([S14 Table](#pgen.1008043.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Genomic annotation and statistical analysis {#sec021}
-------------------------------------------

Using R and Bioconductor (<https://www.bioconductor.org/>) packages, we downloaded refGene annotations for the hg19 genome from UCSC Genome Browser and annotated the L1Hs insertions. If a gene produced multiple transcripts, we focused on the canonical transcript, the longest transcript among those with the longest coding sequence. We annotated the genomic coordination of each category of L1Hs insertions along with the human genome and applied a binomial test to compare the proportion of insertions located inside a specific region (e.g. introns or exons) with the expected proportion determined by the exact base-pair count of that specific region relative to the human genome. We also annotated the sense or anti-sense orientation of the peaks located in transcripts and applied a binomial test to compare the sense proportion with the expected 50% under null hypothesis. When comparing the intronic or exonic insertion proportion between Rett patients and control samples, we made a 2 × 2 contingency table and applied Fisher's exact test; we reported the p-value, the estimate and 95% CI of OR. Similarly, Fisher's exact tests were also applied to judge the difference in sense-oriented count between germline and somatic insertions. Statistical analysis on clonal and "unique" somatic insertions were performed using Fisher's exact test based on their count of insertion events. All annotations and statistical analyses were conducted by an automatic pipeline in R language to ensure reproducibility.

Distribution of distance to L1 EN motifs and poly-A tail length {#sec022}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the strand of insertion, we retrieved 2-kb upstream and downstream genomic sequences of each of L1Hs integration sites and calculated their minimum distance from the integration sites to one of seven typical L1 EN motifs in TPRT-mediated retrotransposition (TTAAAA, TTAAGA, TTAGAA, TTGAAA, TTAAAG, CTAAAA, and TCAAAA) \[[@pgen.1008043.ref053]\]. For random sampling control, we retrieved the upstream and downstream flanking sequences of 100,000 random positions in the genome. Sequences consisting of \>20% low mappability nucleotides (mappability \< 0.25) were removed (a total of 8,634 sequences). Furthermore, 67 sequences consisting of \>90% N were removed. We applied Wilcoxon rank-sum test to compare the absolute values of the distances between each of insertion categories. For [S4 Fig](#pgen.1008043.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we reduced the bin size to 10bp and illustrated the y-axis with a gap break.

In addition, we examined the poly-A tail length size of each L1Hs insertion. Due to our experimental design, the supporting contigs contained poly-T before the L1Hs sequence (reverse complementary). Therefore, we determined the anchor position of ATTAT on each contig using a greedy algorithm, and then calculated the poly-T length by searching backward to the upstream anchor position using a scoring algorithm (match \[T\] +1, mismatch −2, report poly-T with score ≥ 0). Starting from the anchor position at the end of L1Hs 3' UTR, our algorithm examined the poly-A tail length of L1Hs elements regardless of whether the retrotransposition event had 3' transductions or not. All annotations and statistical analyses were conducted using Perl 5 ([https://www.perl.org](https://www.perl.org/)) and R 3.1.0.

Positive control experiments {#sec023}
----------------------------

Because both polymorphic germline and somatic insertions belonging to L1Hs sharing the same sequence characteristics, known concentration spike-in of polymorphic germline insertions can be regarded as true somatic insertions with known allele frequency. First, we extracted DNA from the blood of two unrelated adults, ACC1 and ACC2. We identified 172 non-reference L1Hs insertions in ACC1 using its HAT-seq data and screened them in both ACC1 and ACC2 using 3' PCR. 64 polymorphic L1Hs insertions confirmed to be ACC1-specific ([Fig 2A](#pgen.1008043.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s026){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The zygosity of ACC1-specific insertions was confirmed by full-length PCR with 49 (77%) heterozygous insertions, 9 (14%) homozygous insertions, and 6 (9%) zygosity-undetermined insertions ([Fig 2B](#pgen.1008043.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Appendix](#pgen.1008043.s026){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As most ACC1-specific insertions were heterozygous, we used ACC1 gDNA as the spike-in, with 0.5 insertions per genome for each of ACC1-specific insertions.

A mixed-DNA series containing 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% ACC1 gDNA were prepared using ACC1 and ACC2 gDNA. Using 20 ng (3,000 cells) adaptor-ligated gDNA as input, HAT-seq libraries were constructed, sequenced, and computationally analyzed in the same manner as the bulk sequencing HAT-seq libraries mentioned above, with the exception of ignoring the KNR insertion filtering. We labeled insertion sites as "detected" when they were supported by uniquely mapped reads, and "identified" when they were subsequently supported by reads that passed all stringent error filters.

64 ACC1-specific insertions were independent events. For each insertion, supporting signals could be counted based on different start positions. Because all the insertion-supporting reads originating from a single cell should have identical start position, the signal count of each insertion indicated the number of cells carrying the insertion that were sampled from the library input. The distributions of supporting signal counts (reads with unique start positions) per ACC1-specific insertion should follow Poisson distribution. The parameter lambda for Poisson distribution was fitted using the maximum likelihood method, and chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests were performed ([Fig 2C](#pgen.1008043.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Table](#pgen.1008043.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% ACC1 spike-in libraries, each of 64 ACC1-specific insertions was diluted to 30, 3, and 0.3 copies. Theoretically, by Poisson statistics, there would be 64, 60.81, and 16.59 ACC1-specific insertions being sampled and subsequently being used as the input of HAT-seq libraries. According to the number of ACC1-specific insertions identified in 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% libraries, the sensitivities for somatic L1Hs insertions were 76.6% (49/64), 28% (17/60.81), and 30.1% (5/16.59), respectively. As shown in [S3 Table](#pgen.1008043.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the number of false positives were 66, 181, and 183 in 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01% spike-in libraries, respectively. The numbers of false positives were stable in 0.1% and 0.01% libraries, whereas the lower number of false positives in 1% library should result from the lower total throughput of the library ([S5 Table](#pgen.1008043.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The percentage showed a 3.61-fold decrease (from 14.3% to 3.96%) after applying the "PCR duplicate" filter, compared to 2.28-fold decrease in 0.1% (from 17.23% to 7.55%) and 0.01% (from 19.09% to 8.37%) libraries, suggesting that more candidates without PCR duplicates were filtered in the 1% library due to lower sequencing throughput. In sum, our results suggested that the upper bound of the number of false positives should be 183 per library. Using the most stringent definition, the total number of false-positives in all 20 libraries was 3,660 out of 9,181 and thus the overall precision for our putative somatic L1Hs insertions was 60.14%.

3' PCR and full-length PCR for germline L1Hs insertions validation {#sec024}
------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify ACC1-specific insertions, the 3' PCR protocol comprised 10 ng template DNA, 10 μL 2× Taq PCR StarMix with Loading Dye (A012; GenStar), 1 μL site-specific 3' primer (10 μM), 1 μL L1Hs-AC-28 (10 μM), and PCR-grade water to 20 μL. The cycling program was: 94°C for 2 min; 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 60°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 30 sec; 72°C for 5 min; and held at 4°C. Validation primer sequences used for each candidate insertion can be found in [S2 Table](#pgen.1008043.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To determine the zygosity of ACC1-specific insertions, the full-length PCR protocol comprised 50 ng template DNA, 1 μL PrimeSTAR GXL DNA polymerase, 5 μL PrimeSTAR GXL buffer (5×), 2 μL dNTP mixture (2.5 mM each), 0.5 μL dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 0.75 μL 5' primer (10 μM), 0.75 μL 3' primer (10 μM), and PCR-grade water added to a final volume of 25 μL. The cycling program was 98°C for 3 min; 30 cycles of 98°C for 15 sec, 58°C for 20 sec, 68°C for 2 min; 68°C for 3 min; and held at 4°C. Validation primer sequences used for each candidate insertion can be found in [S2 Table](#pgen.1008043.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

For validation of polymorphic germline L1Hs insertions, the 3' PCR protocol comprised 10 ng template DNA, 10 μL KAPA2G Robust HotStart ReadyMix (2×), 1 μL site-specific 3' primer (10 μM), 1 μL L1Hs-AC-28 (10 μM), and PCR-grade water to a final volume of 20 μL. The cycling parameters were 94°C for 3 min; 35 cycles of 94°C for 15 s, 58°C for 15 s, 72°C for 15 s; 72°C for 3 min; and held at 4°C. Validation primer sequences used for each candidate insertion can be found in [S16 Table](#pgen.1008043.s024){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

All PCR products were run on 1.5% or 2% agarose gels, and images were analyzed using Image Lab software (Bio-Rad) to quantify the product sizes.

PCR assays for somatic L1Hs insertions validation {#sec025}
-------------------------------------------------

### L1 3' digital nested PCR validation {#sec026}

To validate somatic insertions from bulk DNA, we adapted the 3' digital nested PCR (dnPCR) method \[[@pgen.1008043.ref010]\] to validate somatic insertions from bulk DNA. Only clonal somatic insertions with three or more signals, whose mosaicism (percentage of cells) was at least 0.1% based on HAT-seq data, were considered for validation because these insertions should be present in the cell population with a low allele fraction; further, re-sampling from the bulk tissue gDNA was possible. Briefly, we assumed that the frequency of clonal somatic insertion was 1/2,000 cells. Then, each DNA sample was diluted to a target somatic insertion concentration of 0.3 copies/μL. The diluted DNA was run through two-round 3' nested PCR. The PCR protocols were as follows. Round 1 PCR (per reaction): 1 μL diluted DNA, 5 μL KAPA2G Robust HotStart ReadyMix (2×), 0.5 ×L site-specific 3' primer (10 ×M), 0.5 ×L L1Hs-AC-28 (10 ×M), and PCR-grade water to 10 ×L. The cycling program was: 94°C for 3 min; 15 cycles of 94°C for 15 sec, 58°C for 15 sec, 72°C for 15 sec; 72°C for 2 min; and held at 4°C. Round 2 PCR (per reaction): 1 μL Round 1 PCR product, 10 μL 2× Taq PCR StarMix with Loading Dye, 1 μL site-specific 3' primer (10 μM), 1 μL L1Hs-nest-28 (10 μM), and PCR-grade water to 20 μL. The cycling program was: 94°C for 2 min; 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 58°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 30 sec; 72°C for 5 min; and held at 4°C. Validation primer sequences used for each candidate insertion can be found in [S10 Table](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

All PCR products were run on 2% agarose gels, and gel images were analyzed using Image Lab software (Bio-Rad) to quantify the product sizes. Those PCR products with expected target sizes were cut for downstream analysis. The PCR products were purified with QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (28706; QIAGEN) and TA-cloned into Trans1-T1 phage-resistant chemically competent cells (Transgen Biotech) using a TOPO TA Cloning Kit for Sequencing (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or the pEASY-T1 Simple Cloning Kit (Transgen Biotech). Positive colony PCR products were Sanger sequenced (Ruibiotech, Inc.) and confirmed ([S10 Table](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### L1 5' junction nested PCR validation {#sec027}

We provided 22 high-quality step-wise primers covering the full-length L1Hs elements. Each two adjacent step-wise primers were paired and used in 5' junction nested PCR. A total of 100 ng bulk gDNA was used as template for twenty-three 5' junction nested PCR assays (two of them were semi-nested PCR). The PCR protocols were as follows. Round 1 PCR (per reaction): 1 μL diluted DNA, 5 μL KAPA2G Robust HotStart ReadyMix (2×), 0.5 μL site-specific 5' primer (10 μM), 0.5 μL L1Hs step-wise primer (10 μM), and PCR-grade water to 10 μL. The cycling program was: 94°C for 3 min; 15 cycles of 94°C for 15 sec, 58°C for 15 sec, 72°C for 180 sec; 72°C for 2 min; and held at 4°C. Round 2 PCR (per reaction): 1 μL Round 1 PCR product, 10 μL KAPA2G Robust HotStart ReadyMix (2×), 1 μL site-specific 5' primer (10 μM), 1 μL L1Hs step-wise primer (10 μM), and PCR-grade water to 20 μL. The cycling program was: 94°C for 3 min; 35 cycles of 94°C for 15 sec, 58°C for 15 sec, 72°C for 180 sec; 72°C for 2 min; and held at 4°C. Validation primer sequences used for each candidate insertion can be found in [S11 Table](#pgen.1008043.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

We also successfully obtained the 5' junction of somatic insertion by combining full-length PCR with 5' junction PCR. The PCR protocols were as follows. Round 1 full-length PCR (per reaction): 50 ng DNA, 1 μL site-specific 5' primer (10 μM), 1 μL site-specific 3' primer (10 μM), 0.2 μL Phusion Hot Start II DNA Polymerase (2 U/μL) (Thermo Scientific), 4 μL Phusion HF Buffer (5×), 0.4 μL dNTPs (10 mM), and PCR-grade water to 20 μL. The cycling program was: 98°C for 3 min; 35 cycles of 98°C for 10 sec, 60°C for 15 sec, 72°C for 240 sec; 72°C for 4 min; and held at 4°C. After the full-length PCR, even though none of visible filled-in site band on the agarose gel, we cut the region above the empty site band and performed gel extraction using QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (28706; QIAGEN). The eluted DNA was used as the template for downstream 5' junction PCR assays. Round 2 PCR (per reaction): 1 μL eluted PCR product, 10 μL KAPA2G Robust HotStart ReadyMix (2×), 1 μL site-specific 5' primer (10 μM), 1 μL L1Hs step-wise primer (10 μM), and PCR-grade water to 20 μL. The cycling program was: 94°C for 3 min; 35 cycles of 94°C for 15 sec, 58°C for 15 sec, 72°C for 180 sec; 72°C for 2 min; and held at 4°C. Validation primer sequences used for each candidate insertion can be found in [S10](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S11](#pgen.1008043.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables.

All PCR products were run on 1.5% agarose gels to quantify the product sizes. Those PCR products with expected target sizes were cut for downstream analysis. The PCR products were purified with QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (28706; QIAGEN) and TA-cloned into Trans1-T1 phage-resistant chemically competent cells (Transgen Biotech) using a TOPO TA Cloning Kit for Sequencing (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or the pEASY-T1 Simple Cloning Kit (Transgen Biotech). Positive colony PCR products were Sanger sequenced (Genewiz, Inc.) and confirmed ([S11 Table](#pgen.1008043.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Sizing of poly-A tail {#sec028}

To investigate poly-A tail length variability, diluted DNA was run through a digital nested PCR (dnPCR) targeting the 3\' junction (containing the poly-A tail) of the somatic L1Hs insertion. We used a FAM-labeled primer, L1Hs-nest-28_FAM (10 μM) for Round 2 PCR amplification. dnPCR products were sized by capillary electrophoresis on ABI 3730 DNA Analyzer (Ruibiotech, Inc.) with standard settings for fragment size analysis. Electrophoresis traces were analyzed by GeneMarker software (version: 2.2.0). Sanger sequencing provides the 3' junction amplicon sequence lengths excluding the poly-A tail. For homopolymer, such as poly-A, Sanger sequencing cannot precisely determine the number of bases. Instead, the size of the poly-A tail was calculated as: \[measured dnPCR product size\]---\[known amplicon sequence length excluding the poly-A tail\] - 1. The additional 1 bp was subtracted to account for the 3\' terminal dA added by Taq \[[@pgen.1008043.ref010]\].

### Droplet digital PCR {#sec029}

Custom ddPCR assays were performed with the RainDrop Digital PCR System (RainDance Technologies) following manufacturer\'s instructions. Each L1Hs assay labeled with FAM was multiplexed with an RNaseP assay labeled with VIC, which served as a genomic copy number reference (copy number = 2) to calculate mosaicism. To confirm the validity of L1Hs assay, we synthesized the L1Hs genome junction oligos of clonal somatic insertion "chr20:2392172". For positive control, we performed multiplexed ddPCR assay using mixed template containing fragmented ACC1 gDNA and diluted synthesized junction. For negative control, we used fragmented ACC1 gDNA, an unrelated adult whose genome do not harbor L1Hs insertion at chr20:2392172. Sequences of primers, probes, and synthesized positive control junction for each of ddPCR assays and droplet statistics can be found in [S10 Table](#pgen.1008043.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Supporting information {#sec030}
======================

###### Nuclei isolation and NeuN^+^ fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS).

(A)--(D) Purify neuronal nuclei from human PFC. (A) The first gate (P1) was set as an FSC-A vs. SSC-A plot to discriminate the population containing small-size debris. (B)--(C) The second (P2) and third (P3) gates were set as FSC-H vs. FSC-W and SSC-H vs. SSC-W plots, respectively, to remove doublets and clumps. (D) Top: NeuN^−^ and NeuN^+^ gates were set in the NeuN-PE (561 nm) vs. FSC-A plot. Bottom: a count plot of NeuN-stained nuclei. (E) Purity analysis of sorted neurons. Top: sorted NeuN^+^ nuclei were re-analyzed by FACS to confirm the sort purity. Bottom: a count plot of re-analyzed NeuN^+^ nuclei. (F) Purity analysis of sorted glia. Top: sorted NeuN^−^ nuclei were re-analyzed by FACS to confirm the sort purity. Bottom: a count plot of re-analyzed NeuN^−^ nuclei. (G) FSC vs. SSC plot of brain homogenate. Brain homogenate contained a huge amount of cell debris and myelin debris. (H) FSC vs. SSC plot of debris-detached single-nuclei homogenate. Minced brain tissue was soaked overnight before homogenization and then incubated with nonionic detergent, Nonidet P-40, to remove cell debris from nuclear membrane. (I) FSC vs. SSC plot of debris removed nuclei fraction. Cell debris and myelin were separated from nuclei using Percoll density gradient centrifugation. NeuN-PE, PE-conjugated anti-NeuN antibody.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Confirmation of NeuN^+^ FACS purity and integrity.

\(A\) Example of fluorescence microscopy confirmation of isolated nuclei. The purity of each fraction was \> 95% for NeuN^+^ and NeuN^−^ nuclei. Bar = 50 μm. (B)--(C) Examples of integrity confirmation using differential interference contrast (DIC) of sorted neurons (B) and glia (C). Bar = 50 μm. (D) Example of the myelin, lipid, and cell debris layers (12% Percoll) after Percoll density gradient centrifugation. Nuclei were stained with a red fluorescent nuclear counterstain, propidium iodide (PI). Bar = 20 μm. (E) Example of the nuclei fraction layer (35% Percoll) after Percoll density gradient centrifugation. Bar = 50 μm. DAPI, 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; NeuN-PE, PE-conjugated anti-NeuN antibody.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Schematic diagrams of HAT-seq library construction and computational analysis pipeline.

\(A\) Schematic of the HAT-seq library construction. The fragmented genomic DNA was ligated with P7 truncated adaptors, and then used as template for L1Hs amplification PCR. Primers 1 (P7_Ns_L1Hs) was specific to L1Hs diagnostic ''AC" motif. See [S1 Table](#pgen.1008043.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for primer sequences. (B) Schematic of the HAT-seq data analysis pipeline; full details are provided in the Methods.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### EN motif enrichment analysis across all categories of L1Hs insertions.

The density distributions of L1 EN motifs around germline KNR (A), UNK (B), somatic insertions (C), randomly sampled positions (D), "Evrony KR" (E), and "Evrony KNR" (F). The lists of "Evrony KR" and "Evrony KNR" were extracted from Evrony *et al*. 2012. The bin size of histogram was 10bp. L1 EN motifs included seven specific motifs (TTAAAA, TTAAGA, TTAGAA, TTGAAA, TTAAAG, CTAAAA, TCAAAA).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### A 5' truncated heart-specific L1Hs insertion (1420_chr10:545758) in a Rett patient.

\(A\) The agarose gel image of 5' junction nested PCR validation for the heart-specific L1Hs insertion in the Rett patient (UMB\#1420). The locations of primers used in 5' junction PCR assays were labeled on the top of each lane, where primers with the prime symbol denoted semi-nested PCR assays. The distances between each two adjacent 5' step-wise primers were labeled on the top (dark blue). The yellow line highlighted the expected stair-step bands in 5' junction PCR. 1Kb +: 1 Kb Plus DNA ladder. (B) The Sanger sequencing chromatograms of the 3' and 5' junctions of the somatic insertion (1420_chr10:545758). The L1 EN motif and TSD were indicated by purple and blue lines. (C) Multiple sequence alignment of the 5' end between the identified somatic insertion and three L1Hs consensus sequences (L1Hs Repbase consensus and two hot L1s in human \[L1.3 and L1.4\]). (D) The schematic structure of the highly 5' truncated (\~800 bp) L1Hs insertion 1420_chr10:545758.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The somatic status of an L1Hs insertions (4516_chr7:14559637) in a Rett patient.

The somatic insertion 4516_chr7:14559637 was present in 14 out of 24 nested 3' PCR wells, compared to 24 out of 24 wells for a germline KR insertion (chr7:14629800) from the same donor. DNA sample was diluted to \~300 cells per well. Blue and green arrows indicated bands with target size.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### A full-length embryonic somatic L1Hs insertion (4516_chr20:2392172) in a Rett patient.

\(A\) The agarose gel image of 5' junction nested PCR validation for the embryonic somatic L1Hs insertion (4516_chr20:2392172) in the Rett patient (UMB\#4516). The locations of primers used in 5' junction PCR assays were labeled on the top of each lane. Step-wise primers with the prime symbol were used twice in semi-nested PCR assays. The distances between each primer pairs were labeled on the top (dark blue). The yellow line highlighted the expected stair-step bands in 5' junction PCR, while the red lines indicated false positives resulted from non-specific amplification of L1PA subfamilies. 1Kb +: 1 Kb Plus DNA ladder. (B) The Sanger sequencing chromatograms of the 3' and 5' junctions of somatic insertion (4516_chr20:2392172). The nucleotides shifted chromatogram in 5' junction might result from the DNA polymerase slippage at homopolymers in the upstream region (L1MB3 element), and its sequence was confirmed from the reverse direction. The L1 EN motif and TSD were indicated by purple and blue lines. (C) Multiple sequence alignment of the 5' end between the identified somatic insertion and three L1Hs consensus sequences (L1Hs Repbase consensus and two hot L1s in human \[L1.3 and L1.4\]). (D) The schematic structure of 4516_chr20:2392172.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Qualitative and quantitative analysis of L1Hs insertions.

(A)--(E) Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) assays to quantify mosaicism (percentage of cells) of somatic L1Hs insertions at chr20:2392172 in fibroblasts (A) and PFC neurons (B) from Rett patient UMB\#4516. Fragmented ACC1 blood gDNA was used as template for negative control assay (C). A mixed template containing fragmented ACC1 blood gDNA and diluted synthesized L1Hs genome junction oligos (D) was used for positive control assay (E). RNaseP served as a genomic copy number reference (copy number = 2). L1Hs and RNaseP assays were labeled with FAM and VIC, respectively. (F)--(G) Relative somatic L1Hs content in PFC neurons and non-brain tissue from the same donor, normalized by the read count of KRs (F) or UNKs (G) from the same tissue sample.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Primer sequences of HAT-seq library.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### ACC1-specific insertions in positive control experiments.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Statistics of error filters in positive control experiments.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Clinical characterization of patients with Rett syndrome.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Statistics of HAT-seq libraries.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Statistics of known reference insertions among all samples.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Statistics of polymorphic insertions among all samples.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Statistics of somatic insertions among all samples.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### TPRT hallmark annotation for all somatic insertions.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 3' junction nested PCR and digital droplet PCR validation.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 5' junction nested PCR validation.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Annotation for somatic exonic insertions.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Raw data for statistical analyses.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Quantification statistics among all samples.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### L1Hs enrichment analysis on HAT-seq.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 3' junction PCR validation for germline insertions.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Cell type-specific sorting for postmortem human brain samples.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Identification of ACC1-specific insertions and their zygosity.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Detection of somatic insertions in positive control experiments.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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